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Abstract

The current environmental crisis is systemic and involves complex patterns and processes.
In addition, given human footprint on world ecosystems and the fact that human societies
mainly rely on ecosystem services, the future of both ecosystems and human societies are
intimately interlinked, calling for research questions joining them. The major critical ques-
tion becomes how human societies and ecosystems will both, interactively, respond to global
change. Such question requires dedicated research infrastructure devoted to long-term ecolog-
ical research and integrated socioeconomic issues i.e. LTSER. In LTSER, scientific approach
has to cope with processes affecting by the interaction between society and nature. Such
challenge can be achieved by testing hypothesis using replicated design experiments in real
world linking both ecosystem functioning and stakeholder issues. We here present five exam-
ples of socio-ecological experiments performed in an intensive farming area of cereal cropping
system, i.e. LTSER Zone Atelier ‘Plaine & Val de Sèvre’ (France). These examples span from
very localized agroecological experiments on pollination and biocontrol in farmers’ fields and
farming conditions, farm experimental work within agroecological framework on reducing
reliance on agrochemicals, small landscape field experiment on filed test of neonicotinoid risk
assessment on honeybees, large landscape scale experiment manipulating grassland cover at
the whole LTSER site (450 km2), to finally experiment using citizen science with schools
and inhabitants of villages. In each of these experiments we provide the ecosystem output
and the stakeholder/society consequences of our tests. We finally discuss how genericity and
advises for policy makers can emerge from these socio-ecological experiments.
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